
Riddles in Morse Code 

Today we can communicate with other people over 
great distances with ease. That, of course, was not 
always the case. Until Samuel Morse of Massachusetts 
invented the electromagnetic telegraph in 1835, 
messages were sent mainly by horseback, stage coach 
and boat. It sometimes took weeks or even months 

for a letter to get delivered. But with the development 
of the telegraph and an alphabet composed of dots, 
dashes and spaces (Morse Code) a new and swifter 
means of communication was available to the people 
of the United States and other countries. 
Telegraph messages are sent over wires by way of 

electricity. Someone at one end taps out long (dashes) 
and short (dots) sounds on a sending machine which 
are carried over the wires to a receiving end. There, 
another machine taps out these sounds in the dot and 
dash code. 
Try using the International Morse Code to answer 

the following old riddles. Then give a copy of the code 
to a friend so that you can send secret messages back 
and forth. 

A•- K -•- u ••- 5 ••••• 
B -••• L •-•• V •••- 6 .-••·· 
C -•-• M -- w •-- 7 - -••· 
D _ .. N -• X -••- 8 - - -•• 
E • 0 --- y -•-- 9 ----• 
F ••-• p •--• z --•• 0 ----- 
G --• Q --•- 1•---- Period •-•-•- 
H •••• R •-• 2 ••--- Comma __ .. __ 
I•• s ••• 3 ·••-- End of Letter I 
J •--- T - 4 ··••- End of Word 11 

What is always in fashion? 
-1 .... 1•1 l•-••l•I-I- l•l•-•11 .. -• 
What small animal is turned into a larger one by taking away part of its name? 
H-•1---1-••- 
At what time of day was Adam created? 
•-I l•-••1••1-1-1•-Hl•I I-H•l•l .. -•I- - -1•-•l•l l•l•••-I• 
Use me well and I am everybody, scratch my back and I am nobody. What am I? 
•-11- -1 .. 1•-•l•-•I- - -I•-• 
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Why does a sick woman lose her sence of touch? 
He\Hee\•\ \H\eee\ \-•1- - -1-1 \••-•\•\•\•-H\H\-•\- -•\ I• - -\•\•-••\• -H 
How many apples can a man eat on an empty stomach? 
•-l••-•\-1•1•-•\ I• - - - -\ \••••I••\• .. \ \•••\-I- - -1- -I•-\-•-•\ .... \•\ \ .. I• .. \\ 
-•\- - -11•-H\- - -1-•\- -•\•l•-•11•\- -\•- -•\-1-•- - 
What is that which was tomorrow and will be yesterday? 
-1---1- .. 1•-\-•-- 
What is it that goes when a wagon goes, stops when a wagon stops, is of no use to the wagon and 
yet the wagon cannot go without it? 
-•\---l••\•••\•11---1••-•l\-l••••\•ll•--\•-\--•l---l-•II 
•- -1• .. •l•l•l•-••I• .. 
From a word of five letters, take away two and leave one . 
... 1-1---1-•I• 
What is so easily broken that the mention of it breaks it? 
... l••\•- .. 1•1-•I-• -•\• 

MOVING PICTURES 
AT YOUR 

FINGER TIPS 
When we go to a film at a movie theater or look 

at television at home we are actually watching hun 
dreds of individual picture frames. They create the 
illusion of movement because each one follows the 
one before it so quickly that we don't see the spaces 
between them. This phenomenon, where our brains 
are tricked into thinking they see continuous move 
ment instead of a series of stills, is called persistence 
of vision. 

In the 1800s a variety of optical 
toys became popular. Both adults 
and children enjoyed fooling their 
eyes with such amusements as flip 

books. Follow these directions to make your own. 
You Will Need: Scissors and a Stapler 

Here's How: 
1. Carefully cut out the pictures on page 14 along the 
blue lines. If you don't want to cut up your magazine 
make a duplicate of this section on a copy machine. 

s+?? ··~ 
2. Each rectangular picture is numbered. Arrange 
them in numerical order with number one on the top 
and number fifteen on the bottom. All pictures should 
face up. 
3. Lightly tap the stack of pictures on a flat surface 
so that the bottoms of all the pages are even. The bet 
ter these are lined up, the better your moving picture 
will be. 
4. Staple the sheets together at the top of the picture. 
Now you are ready to make these men jump. Hold 

the stapled end of your flip book in one hand. Then, 
with the thumb of your other hand, flip the pictures 
from front to back. 
If you liked making these still pictures appear to 

move, try drawing a set of frames for your own per 
sonalized flip book. Remember, your book can have 
many more than fifteen pages but should not have less. 
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Answer Key

• The letter F

• Fox

• A mirror

• She is not feeling well

• After 1 his stomach is no longer empty

• Today

• Noise of the wagon wheels

• Stone

• Silence
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